The development of *Reveal Math*, a K-12 core mathematics program, draws from a range of academic research in learning science. In addition to academic research, several other critical inputs contributed to the development of the program, including extensive in-classroom testing, user testing, and direct feedback from hundreds of educators across the country.

*Reveal Math* is based on proven classroom practices and research from our expert advisory team, as well as current academic research brought forward by McGraw-Hill Education’s Learning Scientists. This collective team played a critical role in the design of the program’s instructional model. This document provides an overview of the key research areas that *Reveal Math* was built on and demonstrates the application of each within the program.

**Key research areas:**

- Rigor
- Learning Targets
- Formative Assessment
- Rich Tasks
- Productive Struggle
- Mathematical Discourse
- Collaborative Learning
- Misconceptions, Error Analysis and Perception
Rigor

Regardless of the content standards being implemented, states and districts have understood the benefits of key shifts in standards development and the importance of putting them into practice in the classroom. These shifts include: greater focus on key topics, coherence within and across grades and topics, and rigor. While rigor is used by many education researchers in different contexts, it is generally understood as a balance between conceptual understanding, procedural skills/fluency, and application or successful transfer to a variety of new problem contexts.

“Rigorous lessons build on and extend prior knowledge. They encourage productive struggling. Although the objective of a lesson should be clear in the teacher’s mind, the lesson should not focus on one correct path to a solution or even one correct answer. A rigorous lesson embraces the messiness of a good mathematics task and the deep learning that it has the potential to achieve.”

(Linda M. Gojak, President’s Messages, NCTM, 2013)

Where it appears in the program

THE INSTRUCTIONAL MODEL

- **Conceptual Understanding** is deliberately developed with an inquiry task that provides students with opportunities to make sense of a mathematical idea through exploration using representations and models to build understanding. Exploration is followed by classroom discourse in which students share and clarify their thinking.

- **Procedural Skills and Fluency** are explicitly linked to conceptual understanding through clear examples. Students build skill and fluency through practice in small groups, independent practice, homework, and through the use of the adaptive technology of Redbird Mathematics and ALEKS.

- **Applications** take place through a variety of problem solving opportunities within the Develop and Practice parts of a lesson. Students build deeper understanding by learning the mathematics in real-world contexts. In addition, students develop problem solving strategies using rich tasks and performance tasks in every module. K-5 students also apply their knowledge and skills through hands-on, leveled workshops.
Learning Targets

Learning targets are the foundational critical aspect of formative assessment. They provide a way for teachers to share with students the learning that is intended to happen and indicators that it is taking place. Learning targets help students understand and own the mathematical ideas in a lesson. Using the learning targets as touchstones throughout the lesson provides the opportunity for students to reflect on their learning trajectory process. This reflective process helps students see their growth while teachers are able to use the success criteria for formative assessment questioning and gain insight to the students’ perceptions of their learning.

“Teachers need better ways of determining where their students are in their thinking and understanding prior to and throughout the instructional process. Students need to be actively involved in the assessment process, so that they are learning through assessment as well as providing useful feedback to the teacher.”

(Keeley & Tobey, 2011, p. 10)

“At some point, we help students make sense of their discussions within the context of the mathematical goals of the lesson. To close the lesson, our responsibility is to make sure that students know what mathematics they have learned.”

(Seeley, 2016, p. 33)
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“I CAN” STATEMENTS
Learning targets are presented to the students at the beginning of each lesson as “I can” statements that communicate the mathematical idea and success criteria in student-friendly language. Each lesson accomplishes this by including both procedural and analytical learning targets. Students can self-assess their comfort level in achieving these targets throughout each lesson and at the end in the form of metacognitive checks. Learning targets are the foundation by which all formative assessment questions are derived in Reveal Math.
Formative Assessment

The key to reaching all learners is to adjust instruction based on students’ understanding. Using formative assessments lets teachers know when to provide additional guidance or additional challenges to keep students on track and engaged in learning. Based on student data, the teacher can create more refined and targeted differentiation.

“...the shorter the time interval between eliciting the evidence and using it to improve instruction, the bigger the likely impact on learning.”
(Wiliam, 2011)
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Embedded formative assessment questioning and advice on what to watch for is provided to the teacher throughout every lesson. Formal check point opportunities found in Reveal Math are designed to provide teachers with actionable data for differentiation and skills gap identification. Real-time reports are found on the Data Dashboard and provide instructional recommendations for each student.

LESSON CHECKS AND EXIT TICKETS

Formative Lesson Checks and Exit Tickets are questions designed to be completed by students in a short amount of time. Teachers can use this information to decide how each student should proceed with independent practice, homework, and differentiation.

• K-5 students are assessed in each lesson at a consolidated point of formative assessment. The easy-to-use results improve classroom management of small guided groups and independent work.

• 6-12 students have formative assessment checks after one or more examples. Results from the checks are displayed in easy-to-read reports that can be viewed in real-time to adjust instruction on the spot or at a later time, depending on the needs of the teacher.

MATH PROBES

• Each module contains a math probe that poses a problem, set of problems, or task that elicits information about student misconceptions. Teachers can use a rubric to evaluate student responses and modify upcoming curriculum, as needed. The probe can also be used for student self-reflection at the end of the module.
Rich Tasks

Rich tasks provide opportunities for students to dive deeply into mathematics and the freedom to try different ways of thinking about solving problems. Rich tasks can take the form of a contextualized word problem or a task with only numbers focusing on student thinking and not just the answer. It is not essential for a rich task to appear complex but rather promote a high level of cognitive demand and deeper conceptual thinking for the learner.

According to former NCTM president Linda Gojak, rich tasks can take many forms but they are generally distinguished by seven key characteristics.

Rich tasks:

• Are engaging
• Require substantive mathematics to reach a solution
• Are accessible for all students in the class
• Have multiple solution paths
• Can have multiple solutions
• Encourage student discourse and questions
• Treat the solution process as equally important as the solution

“Tasks must provide entry points for all students, offer them well-defined opportunities to make connections to other mathematics, and include both opportunities and expectations for them to develop deeper understanding. The focus and coherence of the Common Core State Standards lead the way to rigorous instruction.”

(Linda M. Gojak, President’s Messages, NCTM, 2013)
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EXPLORE ACTIVITIES

Prior to formal instruction of a mathematical topic, students have the opportunity to explore a rich task using and extending knowledge from previous experiences. The Explore Activities are intentionally implemented in collaborative groups so students can use inquiry to approach a high-cognitive demand task using representations that make sense to them, and share ideas and approaches with their peers. It is not necessary for each student to arrive at a solution or full understanding of the mathematical idea in the Explore Activity. Rather, these activities set the stage for building connections to conceptual understanding through classroom discourse and similar tasks.
K-5 PROBLEM SOLVER LESSONS
Problem solving is embedded in every lesson in Reveal Math. Students use problem contexts to make sense of mathematical ideas rather than learn procedures in isolation. An additional lesson in each module focuses on helping students to build a toolbox of specific problem solving strategies and determine how and when to use those tools in both every day problem situations and higher order thinking problems. Lessons that focus on a rich task are also available, in which students choose the strategy that they would like to use when solving a more complex task.

Productive Struggle

Providing opportunities for students to grapple with challenging tasks supports the goal of all students becoming successful problem solvers. Through purposeful questions, the teacher guides student thinking without showing and telling what to do, rather encouraging productive approaches and perseverance so that students own their thinking.

"Effective mathematics teaching supports students in struggling productively as they learn mathematics... Teaching that embraces and uses productive struggle leads to long-term benefits, with students more able to apply their learning to new problem situations."

(NCTM 2014, p. 48)

Many leading researchers identify productive struggle as an essential component of effective mathematics classrooms. To foster productive struggle, teachers are urged to include opportunities for students to attempt solving problems that target new concepts instead of limiting opportunities to tasks with familiar/known skills. The role of the teacher is to guide student thinking with open, yet focused questioning which is instrumental in developing this effective classroom environment. Allowing for productive struggle encourages perseverance and a growth mindset, and also supports rich discourse in the classroom.
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EXPLORE
While student perseverance is key throughout the program, rich tasks in Reveal Math immerse students in the opportunity to work through difficulties and try multiple options. In the Explore activity, it is not important that each student arrives at the correct solution to the problem/task at this phase of the lesson – rather, the aim is to elicit students’ intuitions and existing knowledge, and to give each an opportunity to engage in reasoning about the nature of the problem.

TEACHER QUESTIONING
Precisely crafted questioning in the teacher materials are found throughout the lesson. These give the teacher a framework to guide student thinking, encourage perseverance, and promote critical thinking.
Mathematical Discourse

Mathematical discourse helps students expand their mathematical thinking and consider new strategies. Defending reasoning requires a deep understanding of processes and outcomes, and helps to solidify conceptual understanding. When students are asked to articulate their understanding and listen as others do the same, they deepen and expand their own comprehension of mathematics.

Teachers play a pivotal role in mathematical discourse. When teachers use focused questions, they are also modeling how to ask clarifying questions in a way that will serve students better in later phases of learning.

“Working at their best, questions that probe and explore meaning and relationships press students to explain the why of their thinking and, in so doing, help them discover the methods of mathematical reasoning as well as the relationships at the heart of the central ideas of the discipline.”

(Smith & Stein, 2011, p. 73)
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STRONG QUESTIONING TECHNIQUES FOR THE TEACHER
The teacher materials provide strong questioning examples to help teachers focus discussions so students develop efficient approaches to a problem.

K-5 TALK MATH ACTIVITIES
Following small group work in the Explore Activities, teachers facilitate student discourse where students explain and clarify their reasoning. Teacher questions are carefully constructed to help students connect their work to the mathematical ideas that develop from their exploration. This “conceptual bridge” explicitly links conceptual understanding to developing procedural skills and fluency in the next section of a lesson.

6-8 TALK ABOUT IT! PROMPTS
The Talk About It! questions throughout the Explore, Learn, and Example sections of each lesson offer opportunities for students to build meaning, to reason and explain their thinking, and ultimately to work toward building conceptual understanding of the math concepts covered in that lesson.

COLLABORATE
Students are encouraged to work together at various points in each lesson, listening to others and discussing their approach to the mathematics.
Collaborative Learning

There are tremendous benefits to be gained by student collaboration. Not only do students learn from the thinking of others, but they also learn to appreciate diverse viewpoints. In explaining their own understanding, students grow as individual learners. Research suggests that collaborative learning activities boost student engagement. The way in which collaborative learning activities promote student learning outcomes complements the benefits of meaningful discourse, productive struggle, and rich tasks described earlier. Both whole-class and small-group collaboration provide opportunities for these rich experiences.

“Social interaction provides us with the opportunity to use others as resources, to share our ideas with others, and to participate in the joint construction of knowledge. In mathematics classrooms, high-quality discussions support students’ learning of mathematics by helping students learn how to communicate their ideas, making students’ thinking public so it can be guided in a mathematically sound direction, and encouraging students to evaluate their own and each other’s mathematical ideas. These are all important features of what it means to be ‘mathematically literate.’”

(Smith & Stein, 2011 p. 1)
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K-5 COLLABORATE
During Collaborate, students can work together to solve problems by applying strategies and skills learned in the lesson. Students are encouraged to explain and justify their thinking to their peers with the support of teacher prompts and questioning as needed. Throughout Reveal Math lessons, many problems allow for multiple approaches and/or models and strategies to be applied, such that the conceptual connections between strategies emerges through the collaborative small group work.

6-8 COLLABORATE STRATEGIES
Each lesson includes collaborative learning strategies that reinforce the main objectives and vocabulary learned in the lesson.

6-12 COLLABORATIVE PRACTICE
Collaborative Practice tips in the Teacher Edition offer suggestions on how students can work collaboratively to write their own problems, make sense of problems, explain their reasoning to a peer, and/or discuss how they can solve the same problem using more than one strategy. These problems can be assigned for in-class practice or homework.
Misconceptions, Error Analysis and Perception

Research suggests that learning occurs optimally in “mistake friendly” environments, in which taking risks and making errors are considered a natural part of the learning process rather than evidence of teacher or student failure. Promoting such an environment requires a shift in thinking for both the teacher and the student so that errors are considered opportunities for meaningful classroom discourse centered around the learners’ thinking about the connection between concepts and procedures. When the teacher recognizes misconceptions, they shed light on how to best provide support so that learners move to a deeper and more accurate understanding of a concept. Less emphasis is on getting the right answer. Rather, instruction focuses on using mistakes, misconceptions, and opportunities to learn. This type of mistake-friendly environment is closely related to the notions of productive struggle and rich tasks, as it allows students to engage with content in a way that is learner-centered and learner-driven. This type of environment helps students engage with mathematics more deeply and without anxiety about immediate correct answers impeding their learning processes.

“Combined with what we know about the contribution of mistakes to growing intelligence, it seems clear that a classroom environment where mistakes are welcomed could create many opportunities for learning mathematics. Lightening our grip on getting correct answers quickly may allow us to view the structure of teaching differently.”

(Seeley, 2016 pp. 22–23)
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COMMON ERRORS AND MISCONCEPTIONS
Teachers are equipped with advance knowledge of common errors and misconceptions related to the lesson content. This allows teachers to anticipate the emergence of those errors in students’ discussion, and provide scaffolding accordingly.

To help teachers scaffold an activity, point-of-use differentiation adjustments are provided in the teacher materials.

MATH PROBES
In each module, assessments probe on students’ thinking and current background knowledge to equip teachers with advanced knowledge of misconceptions related to the module content. This allows teachers to uncover incorrect generalizations and address them during the instruction in the module.
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